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The report describes results of an experimental investigation
into thermal interaction of molten metals with water. The experi-
ments were performed in two stages: The aim of the first stage
was to study the general character 6f thermal interaction between
molten metal and water and to measure the Leidenfrost temperature
of the inverse Leidenfrost phenomenon. The second stage was di-
rected to the experimental study of the triggering mechanism of
thermal explosion.
The experimental material gathered in this study includes:
1. transient temperature measurements in the hot material and in
water,
2. measurements of pressure and reactive force combined with
thermal explosion,
3. high-speed films of thermal interaction,
4. investigation results of thermal explosion debris (microscopic,
mechanical, metallographical and chemical).
The most significant observation is, that small jets from the main
particle mass occuring 1 to 10 msec before, precede thermal explo-
sion.
Zusammenfassung
Ergebnisse von Versuchen bezüglich der thermischen Wechselwir-
kung von geschmolzenem Metall und Wasser
Der Bericht beschreibt Ergebnisse von experimentellen Untersu-
chungen der thermischen Wechselwirkung von geschmolzenem Metall
mit Wasser.
Die Versuche wurden in zwei Serien durchgeführt: Ziel der ersten
Versuchs serie war das Studium des generellen Charakters der ther-
mischen Wechselwirkung zwischen geschmolzenem Metall und Wasser
und die Ermittlung der Leidenfrost-Temperatur des inversen Leiden-
frost-Phänomens. Im zweiten Stadium waren die Arbeiten gerichtet
auf das experimentelle Studium des Auslösemechanismus der thermi-
schen Explosion.
Das in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Material beinhaltet:
1. Transiente Temperaturverläufe im heißen Material und in Wasser.
2. Messungen des Druckes und der Reaktionskraft in Verbindung mit
der thermischen Explosion.
3. Hochgeschwindigkeits-Filmaufnahmen der thermischen Wechselwir-
kung.
4. Ergebnisse von Nachuntersuchung der Explosionsprodukte (Mikro-
skopisch, mechanisch, metallographisch und chemisch).
Die bedeutendste Beobachtung ist, daß kleine "jets" vom heißen
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Fast reactor safety requires to consider accidents which
are e.g. caused by a local blockage of several flow chaneIs
inside a subassembly. Such flow disturbances may lead to fuel
melting and an explosive energy release, if molten fuel and
sodium are coming in contact. The energy release mechanism
during such a molten-fuel-coolant-interaction (MFCI) is not yet
understood sufficiently. Caldarola gave an excellent review of
current research effort in this field L-1_7.
The aim of this study was to examinate the events which may
accure during a thermal interaction of a hot molten substance and
a cold liquid.
In particular these are
measurement of the Leidenfrost temperature of the inverse
Leidenfrost phenomenon.
recording of temperatures, pressure and reaction force
during the thermal interaction.
filming of the events.
postexperiment examination of the solidified particles.
The results and their interpretation in comparison with a
theoretical effort should lead to an answer of the question under
which conditions a thermal explosion is possible and what is its
maximum energy release.
In this report only the experimental facts of simulation experi-
ments are given. With respect to a simple handling most of the
experiments were made with copper and water. The details of the
experimental technique are given in the following chapter.
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Preliminary results of the study were presented at confe-
rences L-13, 14, 15, 18_7 and described in a paper L-17_7.
Preliminaty results of the copper-sodium thermal interaction
are given in /-11 7. Final results of the Leidenfrost temperature- -
measurements will be summarized in L-18_7. Concepts of the theo-
retical interpretation of the thermal explosion phenomenon can be
found in L-15, 16, 17_7. Details of a hypothesis on the mecha-
nism of thermal explosion will be given in L-19_7.
A sound film showing several thermal explosions taken with
a high-speed camera provides supplementary material to the
foregoing descriptions L-12_7.
In series of tests, the following types of thermal inter-
action ~an be specified:
1. Normal course of thermal interaction.
2. Thermal explosion.
3. Intermediate courses.
Normal course considers quiet heat transfer between the hot
material and the cold liquid. Thermal explosion considers violent
interaction of hot and cold substances and can be divided into
the following two processes:
1. Fragmentation of the hot material.
2. Vapour explosion of the cold liquid.




Thermal interaction was realized for small amounts of
molten metal or other "hot material" interacting with the
"cold liquid" - water or other substance - which is used as
a coolant in reactor technology as e.g. liquid sodium.
The initial temperatures of the interacting substances
were varied, the temperature histories during thermal inter-
action recorded, and sometimes the phenomena filmed.
A levitation coil as weIl as a small vessel with thermo-
couples in its bottom, a high speed camera and recording
equipment were used (fig. 1).
Small metal particles of a defined mass were molten and
heated to a determined temperature in the levitation coil.
The power supplied to the coil was 10 kW in the maximum (see
Appendix 1) at 0.6 MHz. The advantage of the method is that
no crucible is needed. The problem consists in developing a
coil design that will allow both efficient heating and stable
levitation of the particle L-s_7. The theoretical treatment
of the levitation of a liquid mass is limited L-s, 6_7 and the
experimental procedure was preferred in these tests. The levi-
tation coil was constructed on a design given in L-1, 2_7
(Appendix 1).
The small metal particle was suspended at a thin wire
or at a thermocouple in the levitation coil. The levitation
condition began after melting of the particle, subsequently,
a mechanical support was not necessary. The temperature of the
particle increased without any contact with its surroundings
and the levitation time determined its final value (This
method was normally used for temperature approximation of
the metal particle in the levitation coil). In the levita-
tion coil, the following metals were molten: Ag, Al, Au, Cu,
Fe, Pb, Sn, Zn and stainless steel.
The hot molten metal particle dropped into the vessel con-
taining the cold liquid upon interruption of the current in
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In the experiments with water, a plexiglass vessel was
used to allow observation of the phenomena. The bottom of the
vessel was made from aceramie (Therm6stix 2000) in which
several thermocouples were installed. Thermocouple No. 1,
placed in the centre of the bottom (Fig. 2), measured the
temperature history of the metal particle. Other thermocou-
pIes usually measured the temperature of the water or the
hot metal temperature, if the particle touched temporarily
the additional thermocouple.
In the experiments with sodium stainless steel was chos-
en as the construction material for the vessel. In the cen-
tre of the bottom, a small plate of 10 mm O.D., made from
tungsten was employed in the high temperature range.
Standard chromel-alumel thermocouples of the grounded-
type and of 0.5 mm O.D. surrounded by a steel sheat (4301)
with MgO insulating material were used in the experiments
with water. The thermometrie lag' of these thermocouples
were of the order of magnitude of 6 - 15 msec measured in
sodium L-s_7. W-W26Rh - thermocouples were tested for the
high temperature range, but the large thermometrie lag made
the interpretation difficult.
Signals from the thermocouples were recorded by a high-
speed digitising system based on the Raytheon 703 Computer.
A 500 Hz scanning frequency was used in the preliminary
measurements. In the second stage of experiments, a 1 kHz
scanning frequency was chosen for temperature measurements
and 20 kHz (or SO kHz for some tests) for pressure and force
measurements. The integrated standard system SEDAP served
for experimental data processing L-20_7. Signals from the
thermocouple in the levitation coil (of the same type as at
the bottom of the vessel) were indicated by an single-channel
servo-recorder and recorded on a paper tape. Photographie
data were obtained using a Fastax high-speed camera (up to
SOOO frames per sec.)
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Fig. 2 Model of the hot material particle on the bottom of the experimental vessel.
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In the experiments with an inert gas atmosphere (for some
tests with water and for all tests with sodium), a simple
vacuum-tight safety vessel was used. In principle, the same
measurement technique was used. Argon, nitrogen, and "vacuum"
were used as inert gas atmosphere. (Table 1).
The measurement technique was improved in the second
stage of experiments and additional variables were recorded
to complete the experimental data related to thermal explo-
sion. The frequency of occurance of thermal explosions was
increased by use of a "triggering pin". This pin of 1- 1.35
mm O.D. was installed into the bottom of the vessel before
thermal interaction. It promoted the "direct contact" be-
tween the molten hot material and the cold liquid (Fig. 2).
A "thermal bridge" was generated and it increased the heat
transfer rate between the two substances.
Alloys were also used as the hot material. Measurements
based on this method were, however, limited in number. Only
a few experiments were made with the (Ag+Cu)/water system.
In the second stage of this study, the following investi-
gations were performed in addition to the transient tempera-
ture measurements:
1. Transient pressure and reactive force measurements
using piezoelectric gauges (Kistler with aresonant frequency
of 130 kHz and 80 kHz). 20 kHz scanning frequency were used.
2. Particle size analysis of thermal explosion debris.
Meshes of: 10, 30, 50, 80, 100, 200, 500 and 800 ~m were
used.
3. Metallographic investigation of:
3.1. Particles after normal course of thermal inter-
action, and
3.2. The formation of the debris of weak thermal explosion.
Particles were cut, pOlished and studied with an optical microscope.
(The debris of a strong explosion were to small for a postexperi-
ment examination).
4. Microscopic study of thermal explosion debris with the
sanning electron microscope.
Table 1. Speeifieation of the experimental eonditions
Speeifieation Experimental eonditions Remarks and main parame-ters investigated






Initial tempo [Oc]~ melting pcri:nt to 1800 (to 2400) Melting point to1500al =
~
~
[gJ "" 0.50 Mass 0.4 to 2lJ:l
Kind water, sodium, iee (H20, CO2 + H20, CO2), N2 liquid wateroe
"P'4
:l
[em3JC' Volume 2 to 50 20. 25, 30"P'4
...:I ...:I
0oe =
Initial tempo [Oe1r-I 15 to 82 and temperature of iee and of liquid0 r-..- 20
0 nitrogen
Gas atmosphere air argon (40 to 760 torr), nitrogen (300, 500 torr) a~r
Interae- Geometry Cylindrieal: ~ 4OX40, ~ 30x35, ~ 20x25; Half-spherieal:Rs=20, Rs=10 Cyl.~ 40x40j Upper half ofthe sl)here
tion zone
Ceramic(Thermostix 2000, Alumina), Graphit. Asbestos, Miea, TungstenBottom material Thermostix 2000
Initial "ßM"-"CL" distanee [mm] 15 to 80 30
Number tests 542 522 with water
of
explosions observed 68 61 in water and air
<Xl
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5. Chemieal analysis to determine theoxide eontent in
the partiele. Partieles were analysed after normal course
and the formation of thermal explosion debris.
6. Determination of the total surfaee of the thermal
explosion debris by means of the nitrogen adsorption method.
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3. Results of measurements and description of the phenome-
na observed.
Various hot material/cold liquid systems were considered
in this study. The aim was to choose a system which alloweJ one
to study various types of thermal interaction in a broad ran-
ge of temperatures. Photographie results of this study are
given in Fig. 3. Particles of various forms can be seen as a
function of the hot material and of the course of interaction.
The copper/water system was found to be suited for the de-
tailed study. Copper particles allowed to attain a favourable
ratio between the levitation force and the power input to the
particle in the levitation coil. The melting point of copper
(1083 0 C) was advantageous for studying all basic regimes of
boiling. Temperatures were recorded by standard thermocouples.
The occasional occurrance of thermal explosion draws the
attention to the cause and mechanism of this phenomenon.
In the series of tests, technically pure copper particle
(E-Cu 99.9 DIN 1708) weighting about 0.5 - 1.5 g were heated to
18000 C at the maximum. For various copper particles, the
shut-off temperature (or levitation time) in the levitation
coil, the temperature of the water from about 10 to 80oC, the
volume of the water from 5 to 50 cm3 , and the distance be-
tween the levitation coil and the bottom of the plexiglass
vessel from about 40 to 80 mm were varied. The experimental
conditions are summarized in Table 1.
The phases of heating and cooling which the individual
metal particle passed in the experiments, were normally:
1. Heating above its melting point in the levitation coil,
2. Fall in air (or inert gas),
3. Entry into and fall in the water (or other liquid),
4. Contact with the bottom of the vessel,
5. Cooling and equalization of the metal temperature with
the ambient temperature.




FIG. 3 PARTICLES OF VARIOUS METALS AFTFR THERMAL
INTERACTION WITH COLD LIQUID ( WATER OR
SODIUM )




Ir. Al / H20 - THERMAL INTERACTION; 11 EMPTY SHELL 11
:m. Au/H20 - THERMAL INTERACTION; HYDRODYNAMIC
PARTIT ION AND A SOLIDIFIED 11 JET 11
13
IV. Cu/H20 - THERMAL INTERACTION
Q) "NORMAL" COURSE ~ PARTICLE WITH SHRINKAGE CAVITY
b) "NORMAL" COURSE; PARTICLE WITHOUT SHRINKAGE CAVITY
14
c) SOLIDIFIED 11 JETS 11 FROM THE MAIN COPPER PARTICLE
d) 11 FUNGUS- FORM 11 PARTICLE
15
e) DEBRIS OF THERMAL
EXPLOSION









g) BOTTOM SIDE OF THE PARTICLE WHEN COOLED AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE VESSEL MADE FROM MICA
v. Cu/Na- THERMAL INTERACTION . DEBRIS AFTER
THERMAL EXPLOSION
18
VI. SS/ H20 - THERMAL INTERACTION . "NORMAL" COURSE
V1I. Pb / H20 - THERMAL INTERACTION . "NORMAL" COURSE
AND DEBRIS AFTER THERMAL EXPLOSIONJ RESPECTIVELY
19
vm. Sn/H20- THERMAL INTERACTION
a) "NORMAL" COURSE
20
b) DEBRIS AFTER THERMAL EXPLOSION
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EQUAUSATION OF "SHOTS" F ROM THE "EMPTY SHELL" OR THERMAL EXPLOSION AT
THE METAL TEMP. WITH MAIN PARTICLE "FUNGUS FORM" THE BOTTOM OF THE
AMBIENT TEMP. VESSEL




I. SHAPE OF THE 'HOT MATERIAL" DROPS (PARTICLES) AT THE BOTTOM
OF THE VESSEL IN DEPENDENCE ON THE BOTTOM MATERIAL
"COLD lI9UID"
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V. TYPES OF THE FILM BOILING REGIME
I
PULSAT10NS ANO l.lRGE GROWTH






















JI. IMPACT PHENOMENA AT THE BOTTOM OF THE VESSEL fOR AT THE
'COLD LIQUID" SURFACE)
m. THERMAL EXPLOSION A SHORT DISTANCE BHOW THE 'COLD LIQUID'
SURFACE AND AT THE BOTTOM OF THE VESSEL FIG.5
THE PHENOMENA WHICH WERE OBSERVED DUR!I'IG THE THERMAL INTERACTION OF
SIolALL QUANTITIES OF THE 'COLD' AND 'HOT' sueSTANCES
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In Figs. 4 and 5, the main phenomena observed and their
sequenee are presented.
In the experiments with the Cu/water system, the metal
partiele took a spherieal form and during its fall in air (or
in the inert gas) it developed a velocity of about 70 ern/sec
before it eame into eontaet with the cold liquid surfaee.
This velocity was low enough to prevent hydrodynamie partition,
when the hot molten partiele submerged in the water. Oxidation
of the partiele took plaee during the time it was heated and
during its fall in the air whieh was different from the experi-
ments in the inert gas atmosphere. However, it ean not be ruled
out, that there was some further oxidation during the eooling
phase cf the partiele in the water.
In the thermal interaction zone, the following main phe-
nornena were observed (Fig. 4):
1. Quiet fall in the cold liquid and then "normal course"
of heat transfer at the bottom of the thermal interaction
vessel.
2. Thermal explosion:
- during the fall in the cold liquid or
- at the bottom of the vessel.
3. Special effeets such as hydrodynamie partition, "jets"
("shots"), and the formation of "empty shells" or "fungus form
partieles".
3.1 Normal course of heat transfer
If no thermal explosion oeeurred during the fall of the
partiele in water, the partiele moved quietly at veloeities
of 80 to 90 ern/sec. A vapour-air film moved ahead of the copper
partiele, and a persistent "ehimney" was generated behind
it. The "ehimney" may remain ti II the copper partiele comes
to rest at the bottom of the vessel and even afterwards.
Later,. it pinehed out (Fig. 6). The copper partiele flattened
out at the bottom and subsequently it adopted again the sphe-
roidal shape. For metals such as Ag, Pb, Sn, Zn, the molten
metal partiele eould solidify as a flat "plate" during this
phase. Some rings were observed at the surfaee of such parti-
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FIG.6 SCHEMATIC MODEL OF PARTICLE- ENTRY IN WATER
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Sometimes, the partiele "daneed" at the bottom of the
vessel and it touehed the neighbouring thermoeouples before
it settled on the thermoeouple No. 1. Exeeptionally, the
"full" inverse Leidenfrost phenomenon was observed at the
bottom of the vessel (Fig. 5, IIb). In this ease, a vapour
film was formed between the hot metal partiele and the bot-
tom of the vessel. The partiele daneed quiekly before it
finally settled. This phenomenon was only observed for mol-
ten zine in water in these experiments.
The "danee" of the partiele and the delay in the ther-
moeouple readings (for the role of the thermometrie lag,
see Appendix 2) resulted in the temperature of the first
partiele eontaet with the bottom of the vessel not being
exaetly known. However, a maximum temperature Tmax eould
be obtained. Then, an extrapolated maximum temperature was
ealeulated for the bottom of the vessel (point A in the
following Fig.).
The time whieh elapsed between the shut-off of the eur-
rent in the levitation eoil and the first reading of the
thermoeouples at the bottom of the vessel was about 40 -
60 msee.
The spheroidal molten metal partiele subsequently eooled
down at the bottom of the vessel. This per iod was the lon-
gest in the eooling history of the partiele; for eopper par-
tieles it was 2 to 25 see for various partieles tested (Fig.
7) .
For the partiele No. "i" (i=1, 2, 3, ... ), the following
phases eould be distinguished during its eooling history:
(AL). - film boiling,
1
(AC)i - partiele was molten,
(CE)i beginning of solidifieation (sometimes (BC)i)'
(EF)i - full solidifieation,
(FL)i - partiele was solid,
(LP)i - transition boiling (this phase was often redueed
to one point in Fig. 7, i.e. L. = P. beeause of
1 1
the short duration of the phenomenon),
(PW)i - violent nueleate boiling,
Sampie No.l0-04, March 5,1973.
Capper- partieIe mCu; 0.5277 9
cooled in 20 cm3 01 water (vessel dia.40mm









Sampie No. 10-17, March 5,1973.
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FIG.7 TEMPERATURE HISTORIES OF THE COOLING OF THE VARIOUS COPPER-PARTICLES IN WATER.
Sample No. 13-05, April 6, 1973.
Copper-portide mcu=0.5474g cooled in
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SampLe No.13-11, April 6,1973.
Copper-particle mCu =0.525g
cooled in 10 cm3 of water
(vesseL dia.42.5mm).
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Somple No. 13-35, April 9, 1973.
Copper- particle explosion in
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FIG.S TEMPERATURE HISTORIES OF THE COOLING OF THE VARIOUS COPPER-PARTICLES IN WATER.
Table 2. Specification of the measurements in this experiment
J




Data of Interaction p. 00 l:'. Gas atmo- Bottom Hot material/Sample Nos.: ........ o. Thermocouplesmeasurements zone m .... (Da> sphere material Cold liquids:: ..
71~
Dimensions in mms
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 28.11. - 5.12.1972 00-01 to 00-81 Cylindric, I.Dia~30 15 + 8C air, p=1 at Graphit, mica,ThermostiJe Ag,Al,Cu,Fe,
2000 SS/H2O
1 8.12.1972 01-03 to 01-08 Cylindric, I.Dia. 40 30 " " Thermostix 2000 Chromel-Alumel Cu/H2O
2 12.12.1972 02-01 to 02-14 " " " " " " " "
3 15.12.1972 03-02 to 03-17 .. " " .. .. .. " ..
4 19.12.1972 04-01 to 04-14 Half-sphere /top/, 20 .. " " " Ag,Cu/H2ORs =20
5 22.01.1973 05-01 to 05-05 Cylindric, I.Dia.40 30 " " " - Cu/~O
6 26.01.1973 06-01 to 06-23 .. " " " If Thermostix 2000, Chromel-Alumel "mica
7 6.02.1973 07-01 to 07-19 .. If If If If Thermostix 2000 .. If
8 28.02.1973 08-01 to 08-21 If " " .. If " " Au,Cu/~o
9 2.03.1973 09-01 to 09-22 .. " " " .. " " Cu/H2O
10 5.03.1973 10-01 to 10-23 " " " " " " " "
11 6.03.1973 11-01 to 11-10 n n " .. " .. - Ag,AI,Au,Cu,(27) Nb,Pb,Sn,
Zn/H2O
12 16.03.1973 12-01 to 12-23 " " " " .. " Chr.om,• ."AI. AI,Cli,Sn,
Zn/H2O
13 16.04.1973 13-01 to 13-20 Cylindric, I.Dia. .. .. If " Chrom.-AI./ Cu,Sn/H2O42,5 W 3 Rh-!\' 25 Rh
14 9.04.1973 13-21 to 13-47 n .. " " If .. Chrom.-AI. "
15 16.04.1973 15-01 to 15-31 " .. " " .. Alumina - Ag,Au,Cu,Pb ,
sn,zn/H2o
16 17.04.1973 16-01 to 16-05 .. n " If If Thermostix 2000 Chrom.-Al. Cu,Sn/H2O
17 28.05.1973 17-01 to 17-11 Cylindric, I.Dia. " Argon, p=300 " Chrom. -Al. ; Cu/H2O30 tor IV 3 Rh-W 25 Rh
18 6.06.1973 18-12 to 18-21 " " " .. " " If "
19 7.06.1973 19-01 to 19-16 " " " " If " " Al,Ag,Au,Cu,
Pb, Sn, Zn/H2O
20 13.06.1973 20-01 to 20-18 " " " Ar. ,p=40, 300 " " Cu/H2Otor; Air, p=





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
21 14.06.1973 21-01 to 21-15 Cylindrie, I.Dia. 30 Argon, p=300 tor Thermostix 2000 Chrom.-AI. Ag,Cu/H2O40 W 3 Rh-W 25 Rh
22 28.06.1973 22-01 to 22-08 Cylindrie, I.Dia.40; .. Argon, p=40, .. .. Cu/H2OHalf-sphere /top/, 300 tor
R =20 /two last
sbples/
23 29.06.1973 23-01 to 23-10 Half-sphere /top/, 20 " " Chrom.-AI. Au,Cu,Zn/H2OR =20, Cylindrie,
I~Dia.20 /Iast four
samples/
24 16.07.1973 24-01 to 24-12 Cylindrie, I.Dia.40 30 Argon, p=760 tor " " Cu,SS/H2O
25 7.08.1973 25-01 to 25-12 " " Nitrogen, p=500 " " Cu/H2Otor; Air /two
samples/
26 8.08.1973 26-01 to 26-10 " " Nt' p=300 tor; .. .. AI,Cu,SS/H2OAr
27 13.08.1973 27-01 to 27-08 " 60 N2 , p=300 tor " - Ag,AI,Au,Cu/H20
28 14.09.1973 01 to 02 iee 20 " - Chrom.-AI. CU/H20 (iee)
29 17.09.1973 01 to 07 " " " - " cu/cer (iee),
Na (1 q.).
C 2-H20 (lee)
30 18.09.1973 28-01 to 28-03 " 50 .. - " Cu/H2O (iee)
31 19.09.1973 29-01 to 29-03 " " " - " ..
32 16.10.1973 30-01 Cylindrie, I. Dia. 40 30 .. Alumina .. Cu/Na
33 18.10.1973 31-01 " " " Tungsten W 3 Rh - W 25 R~ "
Chrom.-Al.
34 23.10.1973 32-01 Cyl1ndrie, LDia.30 45 " " .. ".
35 24.10.1973 33-01 " " " .. " ..
36 30.10.1973 34-01 .. " I .. " .. Nb/Na
37 31, 10.1973 35-01 " " " " " "
38 8.11,1973 36-01 " " " .. .. Cu/Na
N
1.0
Table 3. Resuits ot the measurements 01 copper/cold liquid (mainly water) thermal interact10n
Violent
Cold Solidi!) 1 ng Fl1.c. bv111:l;; Tran.s1tion NueleateCopper liqUid Type Obscrvcd phenomcna
1:;.cili~g Uoi11:l&
Sample o~ /aecording to thc Debris RemarksNo. No. UimcnS. m Tm Tme
V To
class1flcatlon Ts
.1tse TL "'wB Tp AtLp TW AtpWDnIHn 1nter- OXidegiven in Fig. 5/ layer
Oe Oe Oe actionmm g em obaor. oe sec oe sec oe :;;ec oe ::oe
--:;- -,- . . ~ n on , 1 14 1 1 1 1 1 2 _1
1 01-03 5.4/4.0 .5912 1115 1132 _25 19 Normal la,IVa,Vbe Yes 1032 1.92 307 12.07 -307 - 115 .185 1 partiele
2 01-04 5.36/3.88 .5801 1085 1097 ~25 19 " " Yes 1028 1.94 422 6.59 "'422 - 127 .288 "
3 01-05 4.79/3.39 .3794 1075 1088 _25 18 " lla,lla/weak/ ,!Va,Vb Yes 1033 .921 243 5.77 r..243 - ...... 100 ...... • 04 2 " -s3.84/3.08 .2150 4.70 _ .0
4 02-08 - ("'.55 982 996 _25 18 Explosion IIIa,/weu../ Yes 927 .537 - - 104 ",,100 partieles Particles sh.a.rp in torm. from
0.1 to ..... 4 mms
5 03-04 5.57/3.38 .5850 1074 1108 20 20 Normal la,IV.. Yes 1050 2.215 527 7.26 392 .351 119 .192 1 partiele
8 03-05 5.52/4.91 .5569 1135 1158 20 18 "
, Yes 1051 2.025 341 9.72 243 .092 113 .124





8 03-07 6.11/5.78 .5770 >1260 20 21 Normal Ia, IVe/weak/,Va Yes 1051 1.353 402 6.73 377 .022 120 .158 Shrlnkage eavity in thc p.
tiele
9 03-08 - ~ .5 1>1260 20 20 Explosion la, IVb,lIIb/strong/ Yes 1065 n) .05 1052(\ .456 894 .112 - - Many partieles Dp (.005 mm, Tlev'" 16000C
Bottom or the vessel breken 7
" "
T.C.-deteet. 'TL .....ClG,"S T..uc,llv,l.
10 03-09 - N.5 )1260 20 20 Yes 1162 .653 - - - " "
11 03-13 7.24/ .5422 )1300 )1300 20 20 Normal Ia,IVb,e Yes 990 2.18 - - 124 - .562 1 partiele Broken partie le
12 03-15 5.62/4.23 .5983 1127 1135 .. 20 " la,IVa, Vabe Yes 1057 2.27 299 11.09 -299 - 118 .185 " lrregular partiele
13 03-16 6.85/5.63 .5810 1333 " 20 " Ia Yes 1055 1.67 522 5.27 397 .422 100 .21 " Shrinkage eavity in th.e
partiele
14 05...01 - _.6 25 20 Explosion IIIa/strong/ Yes Many partleles Dp <O.l mm ~tlakes in form/.
Tlev ........ 1300 C
15 06-01 5.40/4.90 .5338 1114 1142 25 17 Normal la,IVa,Vb Yes 1038 2.045 426 7.12 426 - 100 .296 1 partiele
16 06-04 5.87/4.32 .5609 1180 1220 25 20 " Ia,IVa,Vb/t1vc bubbles/ Yes 1060 1.8 528 6.65 -528 - 127 .7 "
17 06-05 5.53/4.03 .5267 1147 1193 25 21 " Ia,IVa,Vba Yes 1058 1.8 211 13.6 ""210 - 115 .07 "
18 06-09 5.66/4.03 .5516 1215 1245 25 21 " Ia·, IVa, Vb/three/a Yes 1054 1.75 588 7.05 433 123 .2 THH,lhpl'" ;
19 06-10 _ .55 25 21 Explosion lIla / strong;' Yes lla.ny partleles Dp < .01 mm, Tlev':" 13000 C
4p .... 0.1 at
20 06-14 6.49/3.35 .5724 ~890 -950 20 20 Normal Ib,IVb Yes 1.02 307 2.01 307 - 105 .185 1 partiele "Jets" at the bottom; Bo-
t tom materi..l - mica
21 07-01 5.54/4.45 .5675 1234 1289 20 21 " Ia,IVa,Vb Yes 1064 3.07 248 14.09 248 - 126 .08 "
22 07-02 5.88/5.18 .5867 1419 20 20 " Ia,Vea Yes 1047 1.85 558 6.72 427 .143 115 .242 " 2 solidi1'ied "jets"
23 07-03 - '" .57 1287 20 20 Explos1on IlIb /strong/ Yes 1287 .246 Many partieles Dp <0.01 m.D:l) I L .....~O'\I\~ TIolM,e.x\Dl
24 07-07 4.16/3.78 .2023 1251 1300 20 20 " IIlb /weaJ</ Yes 1054 1.49 311 5.79 _310 - -100 .121 3 partieles + Dp=4.12; 2 .16; 2.03; 1.32; 1.21;2.41/2.05 .0466 many sInCil.ll
20 partleles trom (0.5;1),2.22/1.95 .0400
(~~~~g~5)~rt1eles trom
25 07-10 5.16/4.46 .5739 1300 1350 30 18 Normal Ia,IVb Yes 1084 1.~68 616 4.36 461 .281 131 .200 1 partiele +
.0029 2 sma.ll oue
.0021
2 particles +26 08-03 .3779 25 9. 5Explo sion lIla /weak/ Yes
"'" 20 small one
27 08-05 - -0.5 25 20 " lIla /wea:k/ Yes 1+10+many i part1d.le Dp =2.S0 mm;
10- Dp <'(1,2) and-200 par-
t1eles. (0.05,1)
26 08-09 5.51/4.65 .5872 1149 1168 25 21 Normal Ia,IVab Yes 1051 1.30 450 4.31 450 -
I'"
.315 1 part:f.ele
9 09-01 - _ .55 >1300 1424 20 18 Explosion IIlb /strong/ Yes 1060 1.06 750 3.06 528 .266 130 .165 !.fany partleles Dp~ 0.05 mal ) TJ.tM,bpl=t
30 09-02 .5867 >1300 1419 20 19 Normal la,IVe Yes 1047 1.85 558 6.72 427 .143 115 .242 1 part1eles
Pi 09-03 .5549 >1300 1435 20 20 Explosion Ia,IlIb /weaJt../ Yes 1058 .567 411 5.02 410 ~ 100 0.197 1+5+many "m" 01' small p.a.rtleles:
.0074; .0070; .0027; .0023;
.0018+ •••




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
32 09-04 ~:~ilf5.17 :6m )1300 148E 20 21 Normal Ia,IVb /strong/ Yes 1067 2.00 278 13.95 -278 - 104 .15 2+ very small "jet - partiele": m ....... 0005 g
33 10-03 - ~.05 20 16 Explos10n Illa /wealt/ Ye. !lany partieles ~10 : DpE Ct,2) ;-50 : DpE (0.1,1)
116C 20 lIla /very weak/, 180 1056
and ...... 1000 : Dp ) 0.01 mm
34 10-04 5.36/4.12 .5277 i139 16 Explosion Yo. 2.13 500 7.39 338 .251 148 .127 1+ ...30 Dp of smalI partleIes ...... 0.1 mm
35 10-05 5.60/4.29 .5342 1191 121 20 17 Normal Ia,IVa Yes 1057 3.075 302 13.54 ......300 - 105 .187 1 partiele
36 10-10 4.86/3.92 :~m 1146
120€ 20 18 Explosion lIla /weaJr/, 180 Ye. 1055 2.825 303 12.38 ..... 300 - 143 .1182 1 + "'30 D of small partieles e-(0.1,2)p
37 10-14 - ~.5 20 20 Exp 10 sloD Illa / .trong! Yes Many partieles Dp ~ .01 and smaller, and ..... 20
"rlalte-tormed" partlcles
38 10-17 5.40/4.25 .5080 1186 124< 2C 20 Normal Ia,IVa,Vbc Yes 1057 2.47 200 14.32 200 - 112 .094 1 partlele
39 10-19 4.85/3.95 .4882 1095 113 2C 20 Exploslon lIla /very weak/,la, IVa Ye. 1039 1.54\ 403 7.99 329 .158 108 .187 1 + ..... 150 Dp ot small partleles E (.005,1)
40 10-22 5.50/4.22 .5400 1028 104 2C 20 Normal Ia,IVa,Vbe Ye. 1013 1.832 438 6.19 438 - 113 .421 1 part1ele
41 12-01 5.64/4.48 .5104 1231 127 25 45 Normal Ia,Vb Ye. 1046 2.33 272 12.48 260 .059 105 .253 "
42 12-02 5.33/5.04. .5310 1070 111 25 50 Normal " Ye. 1028 1.92 407 7.98 325 .298 108 .318 "
4.3 12-03 6.22/4..05 .5500 1320 138 25 58 Normal Ia,IVbe /weaJ!./,Vb Yo. 1053 2.43 393 8.92 ~393 - 110 .323 1 + 2 small Dp ot small part1ele "" 1.20
and 0.60
44. 12-05 5.4.7/3.97 .5285 1096 112 25 77 Normal Ia,IVa,Vb Ye. 1053 2.71 382 10.48 ,..;382 - 119 .788 1 partiele
4.5 12-06 5.52/4..50 .54.65 1184. 121 25 71 Normal Ia,IVa,Vb Ye. 1051 2.86 340 11.20 211 .522 102 .24.6 "
46 12-07 5.60/5.07 .5569 1378 150 25 ~80 Normal la,Vb Ye. 1066 2.4.2 326 12.48 326 - 120 .386 1 partiele
47 12-08 4..05/3.57 ~.4. 1436 148 25 ",80 Exploslon Ia,IIIb /weak/,Vcb Yeo 1057 .601 308 5.53 296 .032 112 .234. 1 + "'40 Small partieles are "empty"0
la,IIlb/very weak/,IVe Yos 1028
and D
p
(0.5,2). Texp1 ~1350 0
48 12-09 5.67/4.82 .4.940 1380 145 25 N80 Explos1on 2.04. 176 14.92 176 - 126 .079 1 + N15 Dp of saudI partieles IV 0.5mm
7.04./7.25 148 251\180 Normal Ia,IVc,Vba Yes 1064. 1.456 363 7.34 331 .111 114 .320 1 partiele
Texp1 =1226°0 0
49 12-10 .5206 1438 Empty shell; Growth at r..1150 C
50 13-01 5.34./4..66 .5501 1134 119 22 22 Normal la,IVa,Veb Yo. 1045 2.30 619 6.57 608 .030 ~ 100 .443 "
51 13-04 - ~ .5 22 2Q Exploslon lIla / strong! Yes Many partlcles D < .01
P52 13-05 5.32/4.4.0 .5474 1233 127 22 19 Normal Ia,IV~,Vb Ye. 1051 3.02 212 16.50 ~212 - 103 .135 1 partlele
53 13-09 5.17/4..13 .4.685 1195 129 30 21 Normal Ia,IVab , Vb Ye. 1035 2.135 203 12.88 ",203 - ~ 100 .224. 1 + 2 part1e- "Jets" at T -::: 1090°0 and 11'1
2.56/2.22 .0551 10. E at T_l03So
54 13-10 5.53/'3.72 .4995 1346 136 30 21 Normal IaIIIa,IVab,Vb Ye. 1056 2.065 307 12.79 307 - 109 .155 2 part1eles "Jet" at Tc::::: 1090°0
55 13-11 ~:~8~5.54 :g~~~ 1314 134 10 25 Normal Ia,IVe,Veb Ye. 1051 1.915 251 12.07 251 - 111 .148 1 partiele broken partiele
56 13-32 7.01/7.38 .6126 1380 14.0 25 21 Normal IaIIVe,/strong/ ,Veb Ye. 1046 1.066 654 4.695 654 - 105 .315 " "Empty shell". Growth at Te =
12360 0
57 13-35 - rv. 55 14.08 14.5 25 21 Explosion Ia,IIlb/strong/ Ye. 1022 «3-10- J 1297 .759 - - - - Many partieles Dp <. .01 mm. TL ""'00........ ll-i~.Q.~pl.
58 13-36 9.00/11.20 .5482 1390 146 25 21 Normal Ia,IVe /strong/,Veb Ye. 1054. .394 1054. 1.44.3 708 .597 100 .239 1 partlele "fungus torm" partiele 0
The growth beglne at I'V 1300 C
59 13-37 6.85/5.00 .5646 1399 1512 25 22 Normal Ia,IVb,Veb Yo. 1037 1.197 573 6.93 573 - "-'100 .246 1+ ~50 D ot small partlcles '" 0.5 mm
60 17-01 5.51/4..18 .624.9 1100 1180 10 23 Normal Ia,Vea No 1037 2.759 347 14.59 347 - ~100 .69 1 part1ele ~gOD-atmosPhere (p=300 tor)
Cyl. ~ 30
61 17-04. 5,70/4..28 .6357 10 2S Normal Ia,IVb/one jet/,Vcba No 1059 ~ 3.9 291 21.39 182 .263 _ 100 .130 1 part. + 1 Argon-atmosph. (P-=:300 tor) I
Cyl. Sd 30. Small "jet partie-
le" Dp =O.94 mm
62 18-12 5.63/4..13 .6788 1065 110 10 19 Normal la,Va No 1059 3.94 245 22.56 204 .172 'V 100 .180 1 partiele Ar (po300 tor), Cyl. ~ 30 mm
63 18-14. 5.59/4..33 .6710 1116 114 10 19 Normal 180,Va/very long! No 1064 3.52 173 25.27 173 - "-"100 .138 " .. "
64. 18-16 5.57/4..17 .6218 1128 1195 10 20 Normal Ia,Vba No 1041 3.56 167 22.52 167 - -100 .111 .. .. ..
65 19-03 6.12/4.23 .6079 1000 100C 15 21 Normal 180,Vb/many bubbles/ No 1000 ]<498} 218 7.45+2.84 -218 - 100 .335 1 part.iele Ar. p;300 tor • Partie le irre-
gulator /portialy solodltlca-
tiQn in air/. Twiee TL'
66 19-04 5.90/4..17 .6544. 1042 1043 15 20 Normal Ia,Vb No 1043 34.5 10.~O 196 .502 "'100 .:!.::!3 .. Ar (p::= 300 tor), Cyl.1d 30 mm
67 19-08 5.68/4..25 .6838 1056 1056 15 20 Normal Ia,Vb No 1056 ~ 3.4. 251 21.04 186 .204 -100 .130 " " ..
68 20-13 5.50/3.91 1110 1128 15 18 Normal Ia,Vb /many bubbles/ No 1065 3.12 318 15.00 188 .608 ~ 100 .4-48 .. Vaenum (P-40 tor), Oyl. ~ 30
69 20-14- 5.63/4.59 1379 14.06 15 14 Normal " No 1069 2.73 467 9.69 178 .735 IV 100 .092 " Ar. (P=300 tor), Cyl. ~ 30
70 22-01 5.50/4.03 1116 113C 25 20 Normal Ia,Va No 1077 3.402 193 21.97 193 - ~ 100 •121 .. Ar.(p=300 tor), Cyl. ~ 40
71 24-11 5.63/6.50 1234- 1260 25 20 Normal Ia,IVc,Vb No 1072 2.278 310 11.39 230 .345 104 .202 " .i.r. (p=760 tor), shr1nkage
72 2'J-02 4.91/4.89 1123 114C 30 o Normal Ia,IVa,Va Yo. 1075 3.89 201 34-.4- 201 .. eavi ty ln the partleleAlr
73 29-03 5.45/3.92 993 1025 30 o Normal Ia,IVb,Va "1}es 946 3.173 235 13.15 235 - 119 .094 1 part.+3"jets" Alr;Two "jets" solidltled74 30-01 30 200 Normal Ia,IIa/solldltled/ ,IVe No CU/Na, NZ(~=300 tor) I75 31-01 _.6 30 200 Explosion lIla /mlld/ No
76 32-01 40 400 Normal Ia.lVe No
"77 33-01 _.6 4.04.00 E)I'F'\o~io"'" IF"'"S-••-M'o. 0.1, No ..
78 IJG-al _.6 301-4.00 'Cxplo::lo1f\ F-vo-s"'""'e...t<l.+io.... o",l~ No ..
lN
Table 4. Characteristi-c 01' measurements 01' hot material /eold liquid thermal interaetion
Violent
Hot material eold Type Observed phenomena. Solidlfl'lng
File bOlling Transision Nucleate
No empl ..l!It r /according to the
boilin.... Bollinrr Remarks
No D! Tm Tme V To
o~ elassi1'ication Oxide Ts t se TL ~VB Tn t LP Tw t pw
Debris
~nd oe . oe em3 oe
interact10n glven ln.Flg.SI layer
oe oe oett. obser. see see oe see see
0 1 4 6 7 6 9 1 11 12 1 14 1 1 1 1
1 0-01 Al .4078 850 25 18 Intensive !Ve No 1 "empty shell" P~icle moved 8e a rocket
2 12-22 Al _ .4 rv720 25 21 Normal 1a,IIo. Yes 500 1.57 ~100
:3 04-08 Ag .6379 r- 934 '" 21 .. Ia, IIa /begin/ No 934 .712 715 2.17 420 .44 ~100 .243 1 ":tlat plate" ~ Solidi:tieation dur1ng
4 04-09 Ag .6084 955 .. 20 .. , No 948 .738 678 2.175 273 .685 ~100 .065 2 part1cles lIa.
5 04-10 Ag .6751 1019 .. 19 .. Ia,IVa,Vb No 929 .795 307 7.41 240 .196 100 .121 1 particle
6 04-11 Ag .6607 1151 117 '" 20 .. 1a,IVa,Vb No 936 .837 274 3.08 fz74 - 100 .080 ..
7 04-12 Ag .5501 1137 1181 '" 20 .. Ia, IIa, IVa,Vb No 934 .643 248 2.72 200 - 100 .075 2 particles
.0663
8 04-13 Ag .6685 1267 1355 '" 17 .. Ia,IVa,Vbe No 960 .944 370 4.21 285 0.05 ~100 .105 1 partiele large shrinkage
9 04-14 Ag .6028 '1.166 132C " -18
, .. No 936 1.40 348 4.92 223 .145 100 .070 1 partiele
10 15-19 Ag ~ .6 ~100 20 -18 .. .. No 1 partiele Photos ln Flg. 3
11 15-20 Ag _ .6 1100 20 18 .. .. No 1 partiele
12 21-04 Ag 1.1369 1311 1331 25 19 .. 1a,IVa,Vb No 948 2.571 312 13.812 312 - 100 .441 1 partiele Argon - 300 tor.
13 21-05 Ag 1.3040 1031 1086 25 19 .. .. No 940 2.939 223 17.831 223 - 100 .441 i partiele .. ..
14 21-13 Ag 1.26 '1.000 19.5 20 .. .. No i partiele Argon - atmosphere
15 08-10 Au 1.2711/4 981 105 20 21 .. 1a,1Ia,Vb No 894 .406 276 2.29 -276 - 110 .082 4 large particles + many small oDe
16 19-14 Au ~ .6 1012 1012 15 20 .. 1a,IVab No 012 1.224 - - 100 .15 i large + Z 1 "jet ll observed
17 26-09 SS .6 '1.500 25 21 .. Ia,IVa Yes i partiele NZ atmosphere, p .... 300 tor.
15-27 Pb -1.0 ~500 lIla 1strongl Yes Many partieles Dp~0.1mm
18 19-11 Pb "'1.0 500 15 18 .. lIa Yes registered peak of short duration 1 irregular Ar - atmos.
19 12-14 Sn _ .8 600 15 19.5 Explosion IIb,lIlb Yes
141I part o:f shell + many _I 10-4m20 12-15 Sn .8247 25 22 Normal 1a,1Va,Vb Yes 283 l575 I1.625 l316 I.350 141 .087 1 partiele
21 13-16 Sn - .8 192 >25C 16 2i. .. IIa,Va Yes 250 250 107 .3 1 partiele
22 13-47 Sn 20 23 .. 1Ia, Va Yes registered peak of short duration 1 partiele rings at the sur:f'ace
23 15-29 Sn ~ .8 20 20 , IIa,Va Yes , , " 1 flat plate
24 23-09 Zn 20 25 " 1Ia,Va Yes " .. .. rings at the surfaee
25 12-17 Zn ~ .47 )383 )383 25 19 .. la,1Ia Yes 383
Z.411 ~3831 .411 f383 - 157 .162 1 partiele irregular




(WZ)i - end of violent nucleate boiling and beginning of
pure convection.
The heat transfer history according to the classifica-
tion above and thermal interaction of hot and cold substan-
ces can be reg,arded as "normal or quiet" in this case. It
usually took place for particles with a higher solidifica-
tion temperature than the Leidenfrost temperature of the
cooling liquid in these experiments, as e.g. Ag, Au, Cu, Fe.
Deviations from such "normal course" are however possible,
and various courses of the phenomena were observed.
The "normal" or "quiet" heat transfer was the most
probable interaction observed in these experiments with
hot and cold substances. For the "normal course" of heat
transfer during Cu/water - thermal interaction, a vapour
film existed around the particle during and for some time
after the end of solidification of the particle. The soli-
dified particle had the form of a spheroid with a small
shrinkage cavity (Fig. 3, IVa,f). The cavity could be hidden
in the centFe of the particle (Fig. 3, IVb).
Pictures of the particles of various metals after "nor-
mal course" of thermal interaction are presented in Fig. 3,
Ia, b, VI, VII, VIlla, IX. The shape of the particle depen-
ded on the wettability characteristic at the bottom of the
vessel and on the surface tension forces of the hot molten
material (Fig. 5, I a, b), and in case of e.g. Pb, on Ther-
mostix 2000- bottom it resulted in an irregular shape of
the particle. An analogous effect was observed for cooling
of Cu on mica or on A1 203 .
In Figs. 7, 8, 9, temperature readings of the "normal
course" of thermal interaction are presented for the Cu/
water system. The duration of the plateau of the temperature
reading T1 for the "normal course" of cooling of the pure
metal particle is proportional to the time of solidification.
Such temperature readings are also characteristic for Ag, Au
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0 12 t [sec]
Fig. 9 Temperature histories of cooling of the copper particles
in water. The particles molten in: air(Sample 7-02), ar-
gon (Sample 18-14) and nitrogen (Sample 20-14) gas atmos-
phere, respectively.
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On the other hand, if copper was heated in air, the
solidification process began, however, at a higher tempera-
ture than the solidification point of copper (point C in
Figs. 7, 8). This was due to the existence of oxide in the
particle. Metal oxide was formed in the levitation coil
during heating and fall in air.
For the "normal course" of thermal inter-action the
following mean times of solidification are distinguished:
6T Se ' the extrapolated value of the solidification time
obtained from the "idealized" temperature measurement, and
6T S ' the calculated value obtained on the assumption of
continuity of the heat transfer rate before and after soli-






are surfaces of the particle in contact with the
fluid and with the bottom of the vessel, respectively (Fig. Z).





' The surfaces F1 and FZ were derived by measure-
ment in several directions of the particle after thermal
interaction and by geometrical considerations.
The foregoing vallles 6T Se and 6T S are compared with the
result of the simplified calculations according to the follo-
wing formula (for 1/Bi » y) l-10_7:






where Bi = i r Biot number; y = Cp (TS - TCL)/LHM ;
A, Cp ' LHM , rare the thermal conductivity, heat capacity,
heat of fusion, and radius of the metal particle, respec-
tively; and ~ is the heat transfer coefficient.
Results will be presented in L 19 7.
3.1.1 Film boiling
Heat transfer film boiling takes place when the bulk
of the "cold liquid" is separated from the heating surface
by a continuous vapour layer. The phenomenon was studied
by several authors and its mechanism has been satisfactorily
described Le.g. 7_7.
This, however, concerns mostly "hot solid - cold liquid"
systems. In this study, results are given for the "hot
molten material - cold liquid" system when the hot material
solidifies during the film boiling regime. In addition
comparison of the results with the data available allows
to check up in some way the measurement technique which
was used in these experiments.
If film boiling occurs the heat is transferred mainly
by conduction and radiation through the vapou-r film which
covers the hot material surface. Film boiling of the sur-
rounding "cold liquid" in the "hot material/cold liquid
system" is promoted when the "hot material"temperature ex-
ceeds the Leidenfrost temperature for this system. In the
majority of tests this condition was fulfilled and the
"normal" heat transfer began with the film boiling regime.
The following observations were made:
1. The initial phase of film boiling was unstable.
2. Several types of vapour spaces (film) were observed around
the particle (Fig. 5:V).
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3. The value of the Leidenfrost temperature had a random
character and was measured within a broad range of
temperatures.
The initial instability of the vapour film was due to the
strong initial turbulence of the cold liquid after the impact
of the particle at the bottom of the vessel (Fig. S:IIa).
At first, the vapour film pulsed irregularly around the
particle surface and a local "direct contact" of the molten
metal with water is conceivable. The vapour film grew over
a portion of the particle while it decreased in thickness at
another point (Fig. S:Vc). This period was short (order of
magnitude 0.1 - 1 sec) in comparison with the total time of
the film boiling regime, which e.g. for CU/HZO thermal inter-
action usually took from Z to ZO sec (Table 3).
Then, film boiling became stable in character, but one could,
however, distinguish between the following three types of
courses:
- one vapour bubble of almost constant size surrounded
the metal particle;
- one vapour bubble existed which strongly increased in
size or pulsed (Fig. S:Va);
- several vapour bubbles occurred which left the metal
particle one after the other (Fig. S:Vb).
Considering the particle as a lumped parameter system, the
heat transfer rate can be computed from the temperature measure-
ments as folIows:
.





f~ the solidifieation proeess
(EF-range) .
for pure eooling at the partiele
cl\. =
•
Q F2 (TJlH - Ta) . /\
F1 (TH !1 - TC L)' !J I
(4)
where DK = dT/dT is the tangent to the temperature eurve.
The heat flux q" as a funetion of the differenee lIT, i.e.
the temperature between the copper partiele and the water
temperature, is shown in Fig. 10. This graph is the summary
of about 100 measurements. In these experiments the heat
flux deereased eontinously during the film boiling regime
from its initial value qB" ~ 106 W/m 2 and it ean approach
the value qL" ~ 105 W/m 2 (the range 13L in Figs. 7, 8, 9).
Afterwards, stable film boiling eeased abruptly (transplos~n
L-9_7) and after a very short transition (order of magnitude
0.2 msee) , violent nueleate boiling began. In the spaee bet-
ween the double line of the BL region the measurement results
of film boiling of water on the copper partiele are shown,
the size of whieh is ~ 0.5 gramme. The boiling ranges men-
tioned before are all listed in Fig. 10. The results are
in quite good agreement with the existing literature data
on the heat flux eharaeteristie L-4_7. However, it should
be noted that these measurements were made under transient
eonditions where the heat flux ean be appreeiably higher than
in steady-state boiling due to the rapid formation and evapo-
ration of a thin liquid film.
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B- L : RANGE OF THE FILM BOILING
P- W: RANGE OF THE INTENSIVE NUCLEATE
BOILING
W- Z: RANGE OF THE MILD NUCLEATE
BOILING AND BEGINN OF THE PURE
CONVECTION
Li - Pi (i:: lJ 2J 3J ••• ) : TRANSPLOSION FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE "i" DURING ITS
COOLING HISTORY ( Bi Li Pi Wi Zj )











FIG./110 HEAT FLUX CHARACTERISTIC OF THE QUENCHING
OF THE MOLTEN COPPER- PARTICLES IN COLD
WATER. (Ta =20°C)
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3.1.2 Tranplosion and the following phenomena
The film boiling regime stops at transplosion (point L
in Figs. 7-10), i.e. when the vapour film collapses. Trans-
plosion has a random character and for "normal" heat trans-
fer it can happen in a wide range of temperatures, as e.g.
for the Cu/H 20 thermal interaction in the range from 165
0 C
to about 7500 C L-18_7.
Transplosion depends on many factors as the hot surface
characteristic, the hydrodynamic conditions and the external
disturbances during the boiling phase.
After transplosion, the nucleate boiling regime (PW or
usually LW segment, Figs. 7-9) or sometimes also the transi-
tion boiling regime (LP segment, Fig. 7-9) occurs.
The heat flux jumps from its value at the end of the film
boiling regime to the value of the violent nucleate boiling
regime (qLW" ~ 1 - 5 . 106 W/m 2, the range PW in Fig. 10).
This value stays almost constant for some short per iod of
time (~ (0.05) 0.1 - 0.5 (0.8) sec).
Violent nucleate boiling is followed by quiet nucleate
boiling, if the temperature for water decreases to about
120oC, and then by pure natural convection of the non-boi-
ling liquid. The heat flux vanishes quietly and becomes zero.
The measurements with water up to about 800 C demonstrate
the similar character of the phenomena (see table 3). The
theoretical interpretation of the Leidenfrost point measure-
ments for this experiment is given in L 18_7.
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FIG.11 SEQUENCE FROM A FILM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF A
THERMAL EXPLOSION. COPPER IN WATER. TClc -1300deg CJ














FIG. 12 SEQUENCE FROM A FILM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF
A WEAK THERMAL EXPLOSION. COPPER IN WATER.

















FIG.13 SEQUENCE FROM A FILM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF A
WEAK THERMAL EXPLOSION. COPPER IN WATER. SAMPLE













FIG.14 SEQUENCE FROM A FILM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF A WEAK
THERMAL EXPLOSION. COPPER IN WATER.
Tbott -1300 °C J To =19.5 °C J mcu=0.5g. SAMPLE NO. 8-03.
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3.2 Thermal Explosion
The quiet thermal interaction of hot molten material with
relatively cold liquid ("normal course") was sometimes inter-
rupted by fragmentation of the hot material, fast vaporization
of the cold liquid, and rapid expulsion of interacting substan-
ces from the thermal interaction zone (Fig. 4). The phenomenon
was often characterized by a high pressure peak and a loud
accoustic effect.
The phenomenon (thermal explosion phenomenon) was observed
in the following two loccations:
- at a small distance below the cold liquid surface, or
- at the bottom of the vessel.
3.2.1 Thermal explosion a short distance below the cold
liquid surface
At a short distance below the water surface, a sudden thermal
explosion of the copper particle can occur. Tt was observed several
times, when the levitation time of the copper in the levitation
coil was about 6.4 sec (i.e. corresponding to about 1400oC. Other
parameters were the diameter of the vessel, 40 mm, the distance
between the water surface and the levitation coil, 30 mm, and the
water volume, 20 to 30 ml, the temperature being about 20oC).
No temperature readings could be made for copper during ther-
mal explosion because it took place before the thermocouple at
the bottom of the vessel was touched. Only limited conclusions can
be drawn, but strong (Fig. 11) and weak (Figs. 12, 13, 14) thermal
explosions can be distinguished. On the high-speed films, a "jet"
from the main particle into water can be observed about 1 to 5 msec
before thermal explosion. Tt seems also that the vapour film dis-
appears and a kind of "directed contact" can be supposed. The nature
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of this eontaet eannot be stated preeisely beeause of the
limited possibilities of high-speed einematography used
in the first stage of the experiments. Only the time of
the "jet"-expulsion ean be determined (Figs. 11-14). For
example in Fig. 11, the "jet" appears in the interval bet-
ween 0.67 msee and 1 msee after the first eontaet of the
partiele with the water surfaee, and the thermal explosion
takes plaee between the 1.33 msee and the 1.67 msee pieture.
The spherieal front of the strong thermal explosion
expands at a veloeity > 35-50 rn/see (or > .2 m3/see) for
the Cu/H 20 thermal interaetion. The pietures taken "before"
and "after" the event allows one to approximate sueh a value
for the lower limit of the expansion veloeity of the thermal
explosion front.
For the weak thermal explosion below the water surfaee,
the eopper partiele ean break up later at the bottom of the
vessel (hydrodynamie parti tion) (Fig. 5I Ia). If, however,
the partiele splits into eomparatively large partieles during
a week thermal explosion, these partieles ean again eome
together as they move further to the bottom.
The study of debris of thermal explosion yields two kinds
of partieles, "shattered" and spherieal partieles, both of the
same order of magnitude regarding strong thermal explosion
(Fig. 3, IVe). For weak thermal explosion, the spherieal par-
tieles are larger in diameter, and sometimes "empty". Debris
of Cu/Na fragmentation have a similar shape (Fig. 3:V). The fore-
going finding suggests that the hot material was partially mol-
ten and partially solid during the fragmentation proeess. This
will be diseussed in more detail in the next seetion.
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3.2.2 Thermal explosion at the bottom of the vessel
A thermal explosion can also occur at the bottom of the
vessel. Such a thermal explosion of copper particles was on-
ly observed in these experiments when the temperature of the
copper before the interaction was about 16500 C (levitation time
about 10 sec, 7 - 25 ml of water of 10 - 25 0 C, plexiglass
vessel of 30 - 40 mm I.D., distance between levitating particle
and the bottom of the vessel 65 - 70 mm) .
In the first stage of experiments, the bottom of the vessel
was flat. The copper particle dropped and covered thermocouple
No. 1 (Fig. 2). The beginning of the "normal course" was
usually unstable and the vapour dome above the particle pulsed
irregularly. Subsequently, "jets" ("shots") of small par-
ticles go off from the main metal mass. Then, thermal explo-
sion occurred abruptly and the substances were expulsed from
the thermal explosion zone into surroundings.
In the second stage of the experiments, the experimental
apparatus was modified: A short copper pin, 1 - 1.35 mm O.D.,
was installed in the bottom of the vessel (Fig. 2), which
built a thermal bridge between the copper particle and the
water. In addition, the bottom of the vessel was made in the
form of a 160 0 cone, which forced the particle to go to the
center. In this way, the frequency of thermal explosion occur-
rence was increased as compared to the first stage of experi-
ments (Tables 3, 4, 5).
In the Table 5 a specification is presented of the measu-
rements of thermal explosion performed in the second stage of
the experiments. The temperature at which thermal explosion
occurred (T 1) is determined from the temperature readingsexp
(Figs. 15 - 17) and reconciled with the pressure peak and with
the sequence of pictures from high-speed films (Figs. 18-
21). The maximum temperature recorded by thermocouple No. is
usually below 15000 C, but the corresponding'extrapolated
maximum temperature is between 1400 - 16500 C (Table 5). The
particle does not settle at once at the thermocouple, at
the beginning it "dances" on the bottom of the vessel.
Table 5 Measurement results for the strong thermal explosion
.-< ....
Pressure I Remarks" " xplosion Oxygen TotelHot Cold liquid: water ..... +.> ~
SampIe No.1 material Air U Q " x emperature content surface Maximun Duration..... :>0Vessel Temp. ""' 0 0 (approx.) %wt m2 ValueKind Mass tempera- diam. ..... <:: .... u bar msec°c ~ :: e •...0< PolOture .... +.> e "p. °cg mm
~ " e".~ f-< ~
7-03 Cu -.57 -20 40 20 20 , 1300 1290 Il I ~ ",,,uH, 0' "'0 «,o<imo."13-35 Cu _.55 _20 42.5 25 21 - 1450 1300 Jof the first stage
37-04 Cu 1.10 16 40 15 16 1.0 1500 1120
37-09 Ag+Cu 1.03 16 30 10 16 - Strong explosion. Thermocouple broken.
(AG.54)
"37-10 Ag+Cu .98 16 40 15 16 -
(Ag .50) "37-15 Cu 1.10 16 40 15 18 1.0 1.41-1.46
"38-04 Ag+Cu .91 20 30 10 18 - 1370
"(Ag. 52)
39-05 Cu 1.11 22 30 10 15 1.0 >1500
39-07 Cu 1.07 20 40 15 22 1.0 1500 1228 -A>
40-04 Cu .82 21 30 7 14 1.0 1660 1300 I Strong explosion. Thermocouple broken. 00
41-06 Cu 1.42 18 30 7 12 1.1 2.27-2.39 "
41-09 Cu 1. 26 18 30 7 14 1.1 >1650 1400 _10 _.5
42-07 Cu 1.23 18 30 7 14 1.2 >1500 1310 1.15-4.57 I Strong explosion a small distance below the water surface
43-01 Cu 1.34 18 30 7 18 1.35 1.89-2.37 _7 _.3
43-04 Cu 1.35 18 30 7 14 1.35 1460 1310 _2.9 I Strong explosion a small distance below the water surface
43-05 Cu 1.35 18 30 7 12 1.35 "
43-08 Cu 1.35 18 30 7 14 1.35 1.58-1.71 "
44-01 Cu 1.22 17 30 7 10 1.35 >15 _1.0
44-04 Cu 1.58 18 30 7 16 1.35 1390 1160 .60 _12 .4
44-05 Cu 1.56 20 30 7 14 1.35 1470 1230
44-09 Cu 1.57 20 30 7 17 1.35 1540 1173
I I
.51
44-12 Cu 1.59 20 30 7 17 1.35 .57
II I j
I
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0.5 1.0 t [sec]
Fig. 15 Temperature histories of thermal explosion for Cu/water






Fig. 16: Temperature, pressure and reactive force recording of
thermal explosion for the Cu/water system (Sample l~3-04).






















Pressure p: 0 100ms
Force P=O
Fig. 17: Temperature, pressure and reactive force recording of














FIG. 18 SEQUENCE FROM A FILM SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF A
THERMAL EXPLOSION ON THE SOTTOM. COPPER IN WATER.
Tbott ::: 1454 deg CJ To ::: 21 deg CJ mcu:: 0.5 g. SAMPLE NO. 13- 35.
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Fig. 20 Development of thermal interaction (Sample 44-04) charac-
terized by double thermal explosion: a small distance be-














Fig. 21 Continuation of the thermal interaction development for
Sample 44-04.
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The particle is surrounded by the vapour film. After the time
period of about 0.1 to 0.8 sec of the film boiling mode,
thermal explosion occurs. One can observe that the tempera-
ture slope changes abruptly at a temperature in the range of
1115 to 1400oC, mostly however at a temperature ~1300oC (Ta-
ble 5). Then, the temperature reading drops almost verti-
cally to a temperature which is close to the solidification
temperature of copper.
In Figs. 18 - 21, the corresponding sequences from the high
speed movies can be seen of thermal explosion development at
the bottom of the vessel. Same per iod of time after the first
contact of the particle with the water surface, the vapour film
disappears and the first "jets" of the malten metal is observed.
On the high-speed movie pictures, direct contact of "hot
and cold" substances can be expected before thermal explosion.
A delay of about 1 to 10 msec exists between the first direct
contact and thermal explosion similar to the delay observed
before thermal explosion at a small distance below the water
sutface. At the moment of the "direct contact" between the
"hot and cold" substances, a small "initiating jet" from
the main particle can be seen.
It should be noted, however, that thermal explosion was
not observed for all malten metal/cold liquid systems. Strang
thermal explosion was observed for Cu/water thermal interac-
tion, if copper was heated in air. Fragmentation and mode-
rate thermal explosion were observed for Pb/water, Sn/water
and Cu/Na thermal interactions. Thermal explosion took pla-
ce only, if same additional conditions were fulfilled. Sn/water
thermal interaction had the character of a moderate fragmentation
for the determined range of the initial malten tin temperatures.
In such a case, the tin particles grew into a "coral-form" at the
bottom of the vessel (Fig. 3, VIII b).
The debris of thermal explosion were investigated by means
of various methods. The results of the particle size analysis are
given in Table 6. For strang thermal explosion, about 50 % of the
copper particle were dispersed in the form
--,.'" .. Q' ~~ i"r.~_
Mesh Percentage of particles of diameter smaller respectively larger than the noted
diameter mesh diameter i-% wt. - I
f-lJm_1
SampIe No.
37-04 37-10 37-15 38-04 39-05 39-07 40-04 41-09 42-07 43-01 43-04 43-05 43-08
800 5,5 1 ,9 21 ,° 17 ,8 5,6 17 ,8 0, 1 - 4,9 13,0 3,2 2 , 1 3,3
800 9,2 2,7 19,4 12,6 1 ,8 14,2 1 ,° 0,8 7,3 12,4 7,9 7,5 7,4500
500 38,1 39,6 26,3 39,3 22,5 32,8 16,0 23,7 29,8 35,8 37,1 37,7 36,7200
200 28,5 8 , 1 19,3 21 ,° 37,9 14,2 25,0 30,9 24,2 18,9 27,2 25,3 28,7100
100 5,7 8,0 6,3 2,8 9,6 2,4 7,6 9,2 6,6 4,4 0,8 5,7 6,280
80 7,6 2,9 6,6 3,5 12,0 4,0 14,9 14 , 7 10, 1 7 , 1 12,6 11 , 2 8,650
50
30 3,8 1 ,4 0,7 1 ,9 9,2 2 , 1 13,3 13,6 8,8 5,0 7,5 6,6 5,8
30
1 ,° 33,8 0,4 0,7 1 ,4 0,9 4,4 6,5 7,0 2,4 2 , 1 2,8 2,510




0,66 0,55 0,57 0,65 0,67 0,94 0,65 0,67 0,79 0,89 0,76 0,86 0,93
The measurements were performed at the Institut für Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik of the Universität
Karlsruhe (TH).




of partieles less than 100 - 150 ~m in size (e.g. sampIes
37-10, 39-05, 40-04, 41-09, 42-07). Portion of the small par-
tieles of less than 10 ~m is variable from almost zero (sam-
pIe 37-15) to about 18% (sampIe 40-04). It should be noted
that the small partieles below 10 ~m are diffieult to eolleet
after the test.(The sampIes from 39-05 to 43-08 are more re-
presentative beeause of the improved method of debris eollee-
ting).
After strong thermal explosion of Cu in water apart of
the debris have a spherieal form, and part of them have "shat-
te red" form (Fig. 3, IVe). After thermal explosion of Pb the
debris have a very similar form (Fig. 3, VII). The debris
of Sn/water thermal explosion have the form of shattered
pieees usually solidified in a "eoral-form"tree". The fine
strueture of the "tree" easily breakes down into separate
small partieles having the form shown in Fig. 3, VIIIb.
Figs. 22 - 29 demonstrate the study by means of seanning
mieroseope. Spherieal and "shattered" partieles ean be found
both for debris produeed by weak and strong thermal explosions.
In Figs. 30 - 34 the results of the metallographie study
are presented. Partieles were investigated after weak thermal
explosions. An inhomogeneous strueture ean be observed. Copper
oxide dendrites with a eoarse and fine strueture ean be found
dispersed in the eopper matrix.
The results of ehemieal analysis of the oxygen eontent
are given in Table 5. They are in agreement with the presen-
ee of the eopper oxide dendrites, whieh was shown by the me-
tallographie study.
The results of the total surfaee measurements (Table 5)
are about 200 times larger than the surfaee one ean ealeulate
from the measured partiele size distribution if spherieal form
is assumed. This indieates the porous strueture of the debris.
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C. 1-1--11 10 ~m
b. 1-1--lI 25 ~m
d. 1-1--lI 5 ~m
Fig. 22 Microscopic study of thermal explosion debris
of particles below 10 ~m mesh size (SampIe 42-07).
f
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Fig. 23 Microscopic study of weak thermal explosion products
(SampIe 43-14).
a. 1-1----11 500~m
C. [-I------lI 10 ~m
e. 1-1---41 50 ~m
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b. 1--1----11 100 ~m
d. 1-1--I 10 ~m
f. 1--1----11 200 ~m
Fig. 24 Microscopic study at the "micro-j et"-origination.
Debris of strong thermal explosion (Sample 39-09).
d.) gives an intensity profile of the sample shown
in c.) .
a. 1-1-----lI 10 JJm
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b. f-I---1 2 JJm
Fig. 25 Microscopic study at the copper particle surface
(SampIe 4 3- 14) .
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d. 1---__--1 500 IJm
e. 1-1~--I1100 IJm
Fig. 26 Microscopic study of a "jet" (SampIe 43-14).
a. 1-1-----lI 1mm
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b. 1-1--lI 100 ~m
c. lmm d. I--i 100 ~m
f ._I . I 100 ~m
Fig. 27 Mieroseopie study of spherieal partiele and the surfaee
layer strueture (SampIe 41-03)
6S
f. 1-1..,.-----1 IJm
Fig. 28 Microscopic study of thermal explosion debris
(SampIe 39-07).
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a. 1--1---11 500 IJm
.e. 1------1
b. 1--1----lI 100 IJm
d.I---I 250 IJm
f. 1--1-----11 250 IJm















Fig. 31 Metallography of thermal explosion debris (a - Sample
43-11, b - Sample 42-08).
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The main special effects observed in these experiments
are:
1. hydrodynamic partition;
2. "jets" ("shots") of small particles from the main par-
ticle;
3. growth in form of an "empty shell" or "fungus form"
particle.
3.3.1 Hydrodynamic Eartition
Hydrodynamic partition was sometimes observed at the con-
tact with the surface or at the bottom of the vessel. The
breakup of the hot particle is due to inertia forces, if
they are sufficiently high to overcome the cohesive forces
of the particle surface tension. The effect is described by
the Weber number. Hydrodynamic partition seems to have no
particular influence on other phenomena appearing in these
experiments, as e.g. on thermal explosion. Thermal explosion
took place already during the fall of the hot particle in the
cold liquid, and the event was independent of the partition
at the surface of the cold liquid. Similarly, thermal explo-
sion at the bottom of the vessel was observed some time after
the contact of the particle with the bottom. Additionally,
gold particles broke up easily at the contact with the water
surface, but thermal explosion was never observed.
3.3.2 "Jets"
The generation of "jets" ("shots") of small particles expul-
sed from the main particle was often observed in these experi-
ments with respect to Cu/water thermal interaction. The study
of fast movie pictures and temperature readings shows that
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these "jets" appear only in the eourse of eooling in some
ranges of temperatures, and for Cu/water thermal interaetion,
if the aetual partiele temperature lies between ~1300 and
1100oC. Usually, these "jets" have the form of small spheri-
eal partieles, ~0.1 - 1.0 mm in diameter and are expulsed
with ~2Sm/see. Sometimes,however, a "jet" solidifies during
the expulsion phase. The pieture of the "solidified jet"
(Fig. 35) suggests that the heat transfer rate was high du-
ring the expulsion of the "jet" from the mass of the hot ma-
terial, whieh resulted in its solidifieation, whieh means
that the loeal "liquid-liquid eontaet" is eoneeivable. The
"jet" shown in Fig. 35 has a more eomplex shape and suggests
the existenee of a "sequenee of sub-jets". The split at the
basis of the jet indieates an empty form of the partiele and
of the "jet".
3.3.3 "Empty shell"-partieles
Close to the temperature range in whieh thermal explosion
oeeurs at the bottom of the vessel partieles ean be observed
in the form of an "empty shell" or "fungus form". The eooling
temperature history of the "fungus form" partiele resembles
to a eertain degree that of the thermal explosion at the
bottom of the vessel. The solidifieation time is shorter eom-
pared to the solidifieation time of the "normal eourse" beeau-
se of the larger surfaee of the partiele. In the temperatu-
re range of 1100 to 1400oC, some disturbanee of the tempera-
ture reeording ean be observed (Fig. 36). The sequenee from
the film (Fig. 37) shows the growth of the partiele at the
bottom of the vessel. It seems that a vapour film exists
partly at the surfaee of the partiele for some time after
tue start of partiele solidifieation.
FIG. 35
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PICTURES OF THE 11 JET 11 FROM THE COPPER
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o 2 3 4 5 t [sec]
Fig. 36 Temperature histories taken during " emp ty shell"-origi-














FIG.37 SEQUENCE FROM THE FRAME CAMERA FILM AND HIGH
SPEED FILM SHOWING GROWTH OF THE 11 EMPTY SHELL"
PARTICLE. COPPER IN WATER.
Tbott =1467 °C) To =21.3 °C) mCu =0.54829. SAM PLE NO. 13 -36.
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4. Conclusions
Extensive experimental material has been obtained from
these experiments which relates to the main phenomena occur-
ring during thermal interaction of molten metals with a re-
latively cold liquid (water). The theoretical interpretation
of the experiments is presented elsewhere [15 - 191. Measure-
ments of the "normal course" of heat transfer allowed to
study the heat transfer intensity (he at flux and heat transfer
coefficient [14, 17J) and to determine the Leidenfrost tem-
perature ~8J for the copper/water system.
Results concerning thermal explosion allow the descrip-
tion of the thermal explosion stages and the determination
of its triggering mechanism U7, 191. The most significant
observation is that small "jets" from the main particle mass
occurring 1 to 10 msec before, precede thermal explosion. It
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Appendix 1 Levitation heating
The levitation force in the levitation coil is described·
by the following formula L5, §7:
= (A. 1 )
where I-electric current in the levitation coil;
~, r - permeability and radius of the levitating particle,
respectively;
G(x) - function which describes "skin effects" of the
electric current in the levitating particle L-6_7
(x = rio, where ° is the depth of the "skin effects"
and ° = VPo/~ ~ i, Po is the electric resistance of
the levitating particle, and f is the electric
current frequency);
LF - parameter which describes the geometricalrelation
between the levitating particle and the levitation
coil (determined experimentally).
The power input to the particle in the levitation coil is des-
cribed by the following formula L 5_7:
p = (A.2 )
where F(x) and LN are analogeaus to the G(x)-function and LF in
the foregoing formula L-5_7.
The levitation force and the power input to the particle in the
levitation coil can be varied by changing the size of the levita-
ting particle, the current frequency, the current intensity or
the form of the levitation coil. A disadvantage is that both quan-
\
tities change simultaneously. This causes problems with respect
to the stability of the particle in the levitation coil and/or
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problems regarding the temperature of the particle. The most
important advantage of the method is that the particle is heated
homogeneously and without a contact with a crucible.
This method has been successfully applied to the production of
small homogeneous sampIes of extremely pure alloys. Many substan-
ces, mainly metals, have been levitated and molten L-1,2,5,6_7.
In this experiment, the levitation technique was used to study heat
transfer phenomena.
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Appendix z: Temperature lag of thermocouples
The measurement of the fast temperature changes should be
proportional to the signals, i.e.
= Const. xe Cr) (A.3)
where xa (T), xe (T) are measured and real values respectively
of the emperature as a function of the time T. The temperatures
recorded during fast changes are nevertheless liable to be
erroueous to a con~iderable extent. The thermal behavior of the
inertia of the thermocouples, a quantity strongly dependent on
the element, is responsible for this error.
Assuming linearity,the dynamic dependence
X (T)a = (A. 4)
can be described by thefollowing differential equation with con-
stant coefficients:
(n) (n-1)
'"A xa + A xa + ... + AZ xa + Al x + Ao xa =n n-\ a
0' (m)
= Bo xe + B1 xe + BZ xe + ... + Bm xe (A.5)
where the point means differentiation for time T.
For practical calculations,the foregoing equation was reduced to
the simple form:
= (A. 6)
where TT means the temperature lag and ~means a proportionality
constant.
It should be mentioned, that in these equations the deadtime is
neglected.
Table A.1 Experimental values of the thermometrie lag of the
thermoeouples used in these experiments
Type of the thermoJ
"- ---_.•. _,
Tu ~T Seatter of
results Remarkseoupl e and the msec msee Sf=ma.x/min
outside diameter min ma.x min max Tu 'l"T
TM 0.5 2.7 5.0 6.. 2 14.. 2 1.. 8 2.3 Thermoeouple: Ni er - Ni
TM 1.. 0 4 .. 7 7 .. 0 20.6 31.8 1.. 5 1.35 Sheat material: DIN 4301
Insulatingmaterial: MgO.
TI 0 .. 5 5.. 1 12.0 17.. 3 25 .. 5 2.. 35 1.. 47 All values measured in




The values of TT depend to the type of thermoeouple and are
given in table A.1 for thermoeouples used in this experiment.
The table also indieates the values of the thermomatrie lag
T . It should be mind, that the given values are from measure-
u
ments in liquid sodium (about 300oC). The values for thermo-
eouples in eopper may be different.
The transient eharaeter of the phenomenon and the temperature
lag of the thermoeouple influenee the temperature readings.
The nature of eontaet between the thermoeouple and the hot
material ehanges during thermal interaetion (At first,
wetting of the thermoeouple by the hot material; after frag-
mentation, eontaet with the thermal explosion zone) and it
is diffieult to define one single eonstant thermometrie lag
for the whole per iod of thermal interaetion.
